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1. Name of your organisation and the project funded by TFNO in 2016 
Organisation: Sustainable Wantage  
Project: The Mix Community Space 
 
2. Please give a brief description of your project, what you planned to do and 
what you hoped to achieve. 
The Mix is a multi-use Community Space in a former shop in Wantage town Centre. 
We run a variety of upcycling activities, resource swaps, skill-shares and workshops 
We also offer hot desking facilities and hire the space to local groups to hold 
meetings or to showcase themselves to the public. The aim of The Mix is to help our 
community live more sustainably and be resilient in the face of environmental and 
economic challenges. 
We asked The Funding Network to help us with our rent. The landlord had offered us 
the chance to take on a 2 or 3 year lease at a fixed rate; we had been hopping along 
in 3 and 6 month stretches and wanted to be able to commit to a longer term so we 
could run bigger projects and plan ahead! 
 
3. Did the project go ahead as you had hoped and planned? If not what hurdles 
did you face and how did to try to overcome them 
The money raised at The Funding Network evening contributed to us being able to 
be able to meet core costs for an 18 month stretch. Being secure for a longer term 
allowed us to transform our 6 month contract with Oxfordshire Learning Network into 
an Adult Learning contract with Abingdon and Witney College; this now renews year 
on year, supporting us to bring in expert tutors for a wide range of workshops and 
courses. These have brought many more people into The Mix and we have been 
able to build more non-profit / service providing activities around this. 
We continue to look for other sources of funding towards our core costs. 
  
4. Can you describe the impact of your project.  
Since last May The Mix has hosted 130 events and 60 local group meetings. We 
have also upcycled or re-homed 1,159kg of resources that would otherwise have 
gone to waste. We have made links with local Job Centres, Wantage Independent 
Advice Centre, Sovereign Housing Association and various charities to support 
vulnerable members of our community and are putting on courses and workshops 
specifically requested by advisors and by individuals. Our Local Group Network has 
grown from 12 to 20 groups and we have organised free training in First Aid, Social 
Media and PAT testing for electrical equipment which has been taken up by 58 
volunteers from local groups.  
 
Here is some feedback from activities to give you an idea of impact on individuals: 
 
Bike Maintenance Workshop: 
“Lew’s knowledge was outstanding. His willingness to help and look at specific issues 
was really encouraging.” 
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Beating the Blues: 
“I feel less stressed and more able to cope with trying to sort out my depression and 
sleeping problems and it was also nice to be reminded that I am not the only one 
suffering from these problems.” 
 
Nettle Cook-Up: 
“I have B.P.D. Find interaction normally difficult –new people. Totally out of comfort 
zone. But am interested in subject. Absolutely fantastic –loved it. More please!!” 
 
Pallet to Shoe Rack DIY 
“Thanks –feel ready to go & make some other pallet furniture!” 
 
Supporting volunteers –Social Media Training 
“Lots of information, really good to take a step back and consider the purpose and 
audience for different elements as we often just ‘manage’ with what we know rather 
than having a strategy.” 
 
Making Christmas cards: 
“Being a carer to my husband 24/7 I found today gave me a change to find the old 
me. Thank you.” 
 
Supporting volunteers –First Aid for Outdoor Activities: 
“I feel more confident to help others as a first aider -I wouldn't hesitate to try to help if 
I was first on the scene.” 
 
Fruit tree grafting: 
“This subject has always seemed mystifying to me -great to find out how it works and 
have a go. Really looking forward to seeing my trees grow (fingers crossed!)” 
 
Get to know your sewing machine: 
“Really helpful instructors, friendly and fun. Thank you so much, I've had a fab 
afternoon and am now not scared of my machine!” 
 
Gareth has attended various workshops with us and still pops in regularly, often to 
lend a helping hand: 
“My courses at Sustainable Wantage have been a great part of my journey 
(overcoming depression).  They have also helped me improve my self-confidence 
and as a result I have volunteered to do some building maintenance work for them.  I 
am also now volunteering three days a week at my friend’s classic car restoration 
business which I am enjoying immensely as I am again learning new skills, getting 
more social interaction and it’s a really valuable rehearsal for going back into full time 
employment.” 
(He has since asked us to provide a reference for him as he is applying for a job after 
being out of work for 17 years.) 
 
5. Could you give us an estimate of how many people have been reached by 
the TFNO funded project/work.   
Since last May over 2,000 people have attended activities in The Mix and a further 
1,400 have used materials from our resource bank. 
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6. What did not go well and what have you learnt from that?  
We have a much better idea of the kinds of workshops that are popular in our 
community -by trying out some which weren’t! 
We are still working to secure funds for a longer term lease; many organisations are 
reluctant to support core costs so we are looking into projects that would help 
generate revenue. We are also planning so that key elements of The Mix can 
continue even if not in its current location. 
Co-ordinator hours agreed initially are not now sufficient and we will need to consider 
increasing paid hours (and therefore funding) or limiting activities. Also we found we 
needed to share our paid co-ordinator role so that we could offer activities on a 
greater variety of dates/ times of day and cover holidays. 
 
7. Approximately what proportion of the funding for these activities came from 
TFNO? 
Aprroximately ¼  
 
8. Since receiving funding from TFN how has your organisation changed? Has 
TFNO support opened up any other opportunities? 
Sustainable Wantage has gained 7 new members (bringing our membership to 61) 
the majority of whom came into contact with us through The Mix; our newsletter 
circulation has increased by 13% and volunteers at our other projects have also 
increased as a result of our town centre presence. 
This funding directly enabled us to commit to an annual contract with Abingdon and 
Witney College last August (see question 3). As part of this contract we are able to 
offer free places on many of our workshops to anyone on benefits or in difficult 
circumstances. This allows us to engage with groups and individuals who are unlikely 
to have made contact with us otherwise and get a clearer idea of local need and how 
we can respond. Having made a connection we can also help in other ways, for 
example directing people on low income to Freecycle events and volunteering in 
exchange for produce at our Market Garden site. 
 
9.  Anything else?  
Thank you! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


